Abstract. A method of generating infinitely many solutions of the Diophantine equation A6 + B6 + C6 = D6 + E6 + F6 is presented. The technique is to reduce the equation to one of fourth degree and to use the known recursive solutions to the fourth-order equations.
in a recursive way from a given solution.
The technique is to use a special substitution which reduces the above sixth degree equation to one of fourth degree. Since it is known how to generate an infinite number of solutions of the fourth degree equation obtained, one is able to generate an infinite number of solutions to the equation of sixth degree.
It is easily verified that an equation in cos2/? of the following form :
(sin a sin ß)6 + (cos a -cos ß sin a)6 + (cos a + cos ß sin a)6
(2) w = l6 + (cos a)6 + (cos ß sin a)6 has only one positive rational solution :
Therefore, if we let : A = sin a sin ß, B = cos a -cos ß sin a, C = cos a + cos ß sin a, By substituting the parameters of (8) into (7), one can continue to generate solutions to(l).
Another way of obtaining new solutions to (2) in terms of old ones has been given by A. Desboves [4].
If Xj, y i is a solution to (2)
where g = x4 -y4. Again one can use (9) to generate new solutions to (1). Both examples have been checked on a pdp6 computer. Obviously, this technique finds solutions with very large integers. However, it is interesting that in principle an infinity of solutions does exist.
One should note that the original x, y, need not be rational. For example: let Xi = 17 + 7(5)"2 and yx = 17 -7(5)1/2, from which we obtain 109476 + 105916 + 9026 = 26186 + 114936 + 96896.
Solutions found by this method also automatically satisfy the following equation A2 + B2 + C2 = D2 + E2 + F2.
